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Educational Objectives
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Approach and Methods

This exhibit aims to equip the viewer with…

… a structured overview of the concept of MRI acceleration and main approaches to shortening neuroimaging 

protocols.

… a summary of most recent developments in the field: STAGE, synthetic MRI and DL enhancement

… an understanding of current applications and perspectives for clinical use 

… an awareness for current shortcomings and their potential remedies.

‘In brief sections throughout the exhibit are
intended to guide the viewer through the topic and
provide key points in a more condensed matter.

Just keep an eye out for the i‘s.

In brief: 

… We review the literature of different time-shortening image 
reconstruction and acquisition approaches and their applications to 
clinical practice. 

… We evaluate different commercial vendors that provide these 
services, as well as our experience in implementing them in our own 
clinical practice.
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Highlighting the need for Time-Efficient MRI
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Faster MRI acquisition…

… helps clinicians meet a growing demand for more efficient workflows 

and increased patient throughput.

… makes MRI an option in acute settings, for instance in stroke imaging. 

… helps reduce the need for anesthesia in pediatric patients.

… has an impact on patient satisfaction, especially for patients suffering from anxiety or 

claustrophobia.

… can help reduce motion artifacts in patients with altered mental status or patients experiencing pain

… allows for added advanced imaging protocols, when conventional acquisition time can be 

significantly shortened.
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Synthetic 

Acquisition

Techniques

Brief Description Acquisition Time, 2D or 3D Quantified maps Output assessment

IRTrueFISP1 acquires a series of different IR time-

delayed TrueFISP images

2D/21 minutes T1, T2, and PD Good image quality and comparable 

with conventional MRI

QRAPMASTER2

(employed in SyMRI® and 

MAGiC)

acquires 2D multi-echo fast spin echo 

(FSE) or gradient echo and spin echo 

(GRASE) images with and without RF 

saturation

2D/6 minutes T1, T2, B1, and PD Overall synthetic MR imaging quality 

was similar to that of conventional MRI

STAGE3 employs multiple gradient echo 

acquisitions with optimized flip angles

3D/5 minutes T1, R2*, QSM, B1-, 

B1+ and PD

MPME4 uses an unbalanced steady-state 

sequence of two

different FA and resolution scans

2D or 3D/ 11.5 minutes T1, T2, T2*, B1+, B0, 

and PD

Relatively noisy due to noise-

amplification throughout the 

reconstruction steps

1 inversion recovery-prepared true fast imaging with steady-state precession
2 quantification of relaxation times and PD by multi-echo acquisition of a saturation-recovery using turbo spin-echo readout
3 STrategically Acquired Gradient Echo
4 Multi-pathway multi-echo  

RAPID IMAGING TECHNIQUES
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MRI acquisition

(6min)

Generation of 

quantitative maps

Generation of contrast-

weighted sequences 

R1 map R2 map PD map

Pre-determined signal 

model and mathematical 

reconstruction methods

Production of specific 

contrast-weighted 

sequences 

T1W T2W PDW T1W FLAIR T1W FLAIR

STIR PSIR PSIR vessel DIR-WM DIR-GM

Figures adapted from Goncalves et al. (2018), 

Poorman et al. (2019) and Ji et al. (2020.

R1 map R2 map PD map

Introduction to Synthetic MRI

In brief: 

In Synthetic MRI, images are generated from quantitative tissue properties, which are derived from one single acquisition.
QRAPMASTER is a specific technique used in commercial applications, such as Symrise®.
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R1 map R2 map PD map

T1W T2W PDW T1W FLAIR T2W FLAIR

STIR PSIR PSIR vessel DIR-WM DIR-GM

Goncalves et al; Topics in Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging 2018

Poorman et al; Journal of Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging 2019

Ji et al; Journal of Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging 2020

IRTrueFISP

Comparison of synthetic MR techniques 



R1 

map

R2 

map

PD 

map
B1 

map
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QRAPMASTER

T1W T2W PDW T1W FLAIR T2W FLAIR

STIR PSIR PSIR vessel DIR-WM DIR-GM

Goncalves et al; Topics in Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging 2018

Poorman et al; Journal of Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging 2019

Ji et al; Journal of Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging 2020

Comparison of synthetic MR techniques 
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map

PD 

map

R1 

map

B1 

map

R2 

map
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T1W T2W PDW T1W FLAIR T2W FLAIR

STIR PSIR PSIR vessel DIR-WM DIR-GM

Goncalves et al; Topics in Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging 2018

Poorman et al; Journal of Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging 2019

Ji et al; Journal of Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging 2020

MPME

Comparison of synthetic MR techniques 



Synthetic MRI for Multiple Sclerosis imaging

10 from Tanenbaum; AJNR 2017

Conventional 

MRI

Synthetic

MRI

T1W T2W PDWT1W FLAIR T2W FLAIR STIR

Multifocal demyelinating lesions

- Hx: A 58 y-o female with multiple 

sclerosis



Conventional 

MRI

Synthetic 

MRI

T1W T2W PDWT1W FLAIR T2W FLAIR STIR

Synthetic MRI for Multiple Sclerosis imaging

11 from Tanenbaum; AJNR 2017

Summary:

- These lesions appear similar on 

conventional and synthetic MRI

- Acquisition with QRAPMASTER 

reliably produced different contrast-

weighted sequences in this patient 

with multiple sclerosis, while 

significantly shortening acquisition 

time at preserved image quality.



Synthetic MRI for imaging of a cystic CNS tumor
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T2W PDWT1W FLAIR T2W FLAIR STIRT1W

Summary:

- These Lesions appear similar on conventional and Synthetic MRI

- Acquisition with QRAPMASTER reliably produced different contrast-weighted 

sequences in this patient with a cystic tumor. Image quality was preserved at 

shortened acquisition time.

Conventional 

MRI

Synthetic MRI

- Hx: A 31 y-o female with left frontal 

cystic tumor

- left frontal cystic tumor

from Tanenbaum; AJNR 2017
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Beyond shortened acquisition time compared to conventional acquisition, synthetic MRI also has the added 

benefit of measuring absolute tissue values.

Producing absolute values (in synthetic MRI) 
instead of relative values (in conventional MRI)

Myelin measurement

Automatic brain segmentation

Automatic brain volumetric analysis

Allows for developing normative 

references for MRI datasets

Allows for comparison across longitudinal 

studies to evaluate developmental 

pattern of myelination 

Facilitates advanced calculations and 

analyses

Allows to quantitatively assess brain 

diseases

MR Quantification with synthetic MRI

In brief:



Figure adapted from Pooley 2005,  

https://pubs.rsna.org/doi/10.1148/rg.254055027

STAGE: STrategically Acquired Gradient Echo

1. Spin Echo uses 2 RF pulses to generate signal; the
second refocusing pulse is to reverse the effects of
inhomogeneties and signal loss from spin dephasing.

2. Gradient Echo uses 1 RF pulse and gradient reversal.
TE and TR are shorter in GRE, thus allowing for more
rapid acquisition compared to SpinEcho. Contrary to
SE, in GRE no refocusing pulse is used to reverse field
inhomogeneity effects. GRE is thus more susceptible
for metal artifacts but can also be utilized for
SWI/hemorrhage imaging.

A short review:
Spin Echo (SE) vs Gradient Echo

STAGE employs two gradient echo acquisitions 
with two optimized flip angles.

In brief: GRE in STAGE



STAGE: Acquisition and Quantitative Maps 
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two double-echo GRE scans 
with two optimum flip angles

(one smaller (6°), one larger (24°) than Ernst angle αE for 
WM tissue)

variable flip angle T1 quantification (=VFA, a well known-
approach to calculate T1 maps from 2 FA GRE acquisitions) 

and PD quantification 

RF field correction:
white matter and cortical gray matter segmentation, fixing 
of T1 values for WM and GM, calculation of B1t transmit 

field and B1r receive coil sensitivity:
→ creation of uniform T1 and PD maps

figure from Haacke et al., doi.org/10.1016/j.mri.2019.09.006

Quantitative maps generated from dual-echo acquisition. 
Biomarkers derived from these maps provide added value 
for diagnosis, disease follow-up and AI applications.

Quantitative Maps

T1, Quantitative Susc. 
Maps, B1+ and B1-, R2* 

and PD

Qualitative 
Images



STAGE:

Qualitative 
Images
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synthetic DIR, 
Gray Matter

signal from CSF 
and WM is 

nulled

T1W-Enhanced,
B1 corrected, 
with increased 

GM WM 
contrast

corrected PDW: 

B1-corrected PD-
weighted

synthetic DIR, 
White Matter

signal from GM 
and CSF is 

nulled

SWI

based on phase 
map

synthetic DIR, 
CSF

signal from WM 
and GM is 

nulled

Simulated 
FLAIR: 

Research use 
only

simulated T2W: 
similar contrast of 

T1 map with 
modified vein 
appearance 

(research only) 

Phase image
for SWI and 

generation of 
QSM map; 
geometry-
dependent

tSWI (true SWI):
uses susceptibility 

map for enhanced 
iron/vein contrast

Acquisition time of 

the standard STAGE 

protocol at 3 T and 

2mm slice 

thickness is 

≈ 5 minutes at our 

site, and ≈ 7min 

at 1.5 T.
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STAGE: SWI and Automated Brain Injury Reporting

STAGE Clinical Report: 

Structured output based on automated identification, number and anatomical 
location of microbleeds. 

Clinical Applications include: dementia, Alzheimer’s disease, stroke, traumatic brain 
injury, radiation induced injury

Conventional 
Clinical Report:

“Multiple Microbleeds in 
setting of subarachnoid 

hemorrhage” 

vs.

Main Advantage of STAGE:

- Highly sensitive Susceptibility Weighted Imaging (SWI): AI-based microbleed detection and structured reporting
- Report is standalone tool alongside the STAGE protocol: also usable for conventionally acquired SWI

In brief:



STAGE in Specific Clinical Applications
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Parkinson’s Disease:

Absence of Swallow Tail 
Sign in Substantia Nigra.

Multiple Sclerosis:

Demyelination (red 
circles) is confirmed by 

presence of central 
vessel sign on QSM. 

(STAGE simulated FLAIR 
for research use only).  

STAGE PD Map

STAGE QSMSTAGE sFLAIR

STAGE tSWI

STAGE QSM

Stroke:

Asymmetric Prominent 
Cortical Veins (APCV) 
seen in tSWI; stroke 
lesion is also seen on 
T1 Map.

STAGE T1 Map

CNS Tumors:

Regional quantification 
of water content in 
tumor with proton 

density mapping

Dementia:

Automated 
microbleed 

reporting with 
STAGE QSM and 

cortical volumetric 
measurements.

STAGE tSWI
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Upsides:

• Standardized data across platforms and field 
strengths – uniform neuroimaging protocol with 
high applicability for AI-based reporting and AI-
based research

• 3D acquisition

• Quantitative tissue parameters 

• Susceptibility Weighted Imaging, including 
susceptibility mapping:
better visualization of cerebral microbleeds and 
hemorrhage 

• Whole brain coverage in ≈ 5 minutes at 3 T

STAGE: Evaluation

Downsides:

• T2*-weighted rather than T2-weighted:

• Need for added FLAIR / T2 sequence in clinical 
setting

• Neuroimaging protocol – not developed for 
body MRI imaging yet

• Larger metal artifacts (no refocusing pulse) 

In brief:

STAGE‘s strengths are in its SWI-based applications and 
standardized quantitative outputs, allowing for objective 
monitoring of patients over time.



Introduction: 
Recent Efforts in Deep Learning for Time-Efficient MRI
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Time savings in AI-based 
reconstruction are the result of 
accelerated conventional MR 
acquisition. The resulting 
subsampled scans are then 
enhanced with Deep Learning 
algorithms.

In brief: 
DL Reconstruction

fastMRI challenge (NYU Langone Health and Facebook):

• training dataset of more than 7000 retrospectively down sampled brain scans 
to mimic accelerated conventional acquisitions with lower resolution

→ task: AI-based reconstruction of higher-resolution scan, followed by similarity 
scoring and qualitative radiologist scoring   

Recently introduced clinical tools:

• FAST-DL by SubtleMR™ - “60% Accelerated Volumetric Brain MRI 
While Preserving Quantitative Performance” (Bash et al., 2021)

• SwiftMR™ by AIRS Medical – winner of 2020 fastMRI challenge

• AIR™ by GE, Philips SmartSpeed, Siemens Deep Resolve, 
and other vendor specific applications R: Under sampled accelerated acquisition,

L: resulting high-resolution AI-reconstructed image 
with SubtleMR™

R L

45%[VM] - 60%[B] acceleration 
of conventional MR acquisition
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Workflow of DL-based Reconstruction

Training of Image Reconstruction algorithms relies heavily on large-scale databases of pairwise images
(low-resolution / high-resolution). 

In brief: Training Databases

In one of the first publications, Wang et al. (2016) used image pairs 
from 500 fully sampled 3 T images. Details on databases for DL 
algorithms of most commercial vendors today are not published. 

Accelerated 
Conventional MR 

Acquisition:

reduced imaging 
matrix or under 

sampling,

low-resolution 
acquisition

Trained Convolutional 
Neural Network

Super-Resolution AI software:
SubtleMR™, SwiftMR™, …

High-Resolution 
Reconstruction:

vendor-specific 
levels of image 
enhancement 

and noise 
removal

DL Training Database:
pairs of artificially down sampled images 
and high-resolution original images



findings suggest metastatic disease 
in right cerebellar hemisphere
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Pitfalls in Image Enhancement: Example Case 

Patient (m, 66yrs) with history of malignant melanoma, presentation for follow-up. 

Accelerated MPRAGE Acquisition
with reduced spatial resolution

Enhanced Resolution
DL Reconstruction (SubtleMR™)

Standard of care 
MPRAGE acquisition

Developmental Venous Anomaly:
Caput medusae sign

central draining vein is clearly seen 
with standard of care acquisition, 
but the structure is reconstructed 
differently in DL super-resolution
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Uncertainty in Image Super-Resolution: a brief introduction

More information on Uncertainty Estimation for Deep Learning in Neuroimaging can be found in the exhibit:
Uncertainty Estimation for Deep Learning in Neuroimaging: Primer for Neuroradiologists to know their algorithms’ blind spots 

A CNN trained for a given task
(in this case image super-
resolution) may return an 
output, but the result does not 
necessarily contain information
of the model‘s certainty thereof.

Different mathematical models
exist to derive measures of
uncertainty for the output. 

In brief

Aleatoric / Intrinsic Uncertainty

= Uncertainty that stems from 
inherent ambiguity in the input 

image data (e.g., noise).

Epistemic / Model Uncertainty

= Uncertainty that is due to 
model inadequacies, which can 
be reduced with more training 

data.

A recent publication by Tanno et al. (2020) 
evaluated uncertainty in image enhancement tasks 

for low-resolution DTI images and showed that 
Uncertainty can be decomposed into its two 
components (intrinsic and model/parameter 

uncertainty).

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2020.117366

A similar approach for conventional MRI super-
resolution would help quantify accuracy of 

reconstruction and might allow for physician re-
evaluation in areas of high uncertainty (as would be 

expected in the DVA, shown on previous slide).
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https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2020.117366
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Perspectives for safer MRI Super-Resolution

Databases:

Underrepresentation of rare 
pathologies in training datasets can 

cause removal or reconstruction 
error during super-resolution.

Qualitative Evaluation 
by Radiologists:

2020 fastMRI challenge: radiologists 
were asked to “rate images based on 

depiction of pathology rather than 
overall image quality”

Incorporation of Metrics
for Uncertainty in Reconstruction

Tanno et al. (2020) 
presented a 

framework for 
uncertainty 

estimation in image 
super-resolution. 

For reliable clinical implementation,
Training Datasets should therefore:

…be well-curated and contain a 
wide spectrum of rare pathologies 

and physiological anomalies 

and 

…be made transparent for review.

Future studies evaluating diagnostic 
quality should mainly focus on 
evaluation of pathologies and 

hallucination/removal of structures.  

DL algorithms for image 
enhancement tasks should be 

equipped with uncertainty 
estimation methods and provide 

‘warning maps’ to safeguard against 
reconstruction error.
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Take Home Points
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1. STAGE and synthetic MRI are physics-based reconstruction techniques that offer 

quantitative tissue parameters in addition to time savings during acquisition. 

2. Time savings in AI-based reconstruction come from acceleration of conventional 

MR acquisition. The resulting subsampled scans are then enhanced with Deep Learning 

algorithms.

3. To safeguard against reconstruction errors in AI-based image enhancement, DL algorithms should:

• be built based on transparent datasets containing rare pathologies 
and physiological variants.

• primarily be evaluated based on depiction of pathology

• include methods for Uncertainty Estimation.
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“(Thank you)!.....


